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In 1996, a year after the purchase of Gallina (Nieve), the Rivetti family acquired six and a half hectares 
on the hillside just behind Gallina, in the Cru vineyard known as Starderi, which is planted exclusively to 
Nebbiolo.  
 
Although the geographical details of Starderi are nearly identical to those of Gallina (calcareous soil, 50+ 
year old vines, south facing and the same altitude) the fruit and resulting wine is quite different. Starderi 
is much more powerful than Gallina and can easily be mistaken for a Barolo. What Gallina offers in 
elegance, Starderi presents in power and length. Though we aren't quite sure why the two vineyards are 
so different, a slight difference in microclimate is likely responsabile. In fact, the vineyards are located in 
two different valleys; Gallina is situated in a much wider valley than Starderi. 
 
The wine is aged in 100% new medium-toast French oak for 22 months.  It is then transferred to stainless 
steel for 3 months and then bottled and rested for over a year prior to release.  It is un-fined and un-
filtered. 

           This is a 6-pk wooden case.   
 

 
 

LA SPINETTA 2019 BARBARESCO “VIGNETO STARDERI” 
 
97 Points, James Suckling:  “Beautiful aromas of plums and violets with some 
flint. Full-bodied. Layered and softly chewy. Meat, berry and hints of cedar and 
nutmeg. Flavorful finish. Solid and very together with a softness at the back of the 
palate.” 
 
95 Points, The Wine Advocate:  “The La Spinetta 2019 Barbaresco Starderi 
Vürsù is perfumed and bright with dark rose and wild plum. The wine is solid and 
dense, with a pretty presentation of fruit that feels healthy and crunchy at the same 
time. The tannins are well integrated into this structured, full-bodied Barbaresco. 
The Starderi has shown a very consistent performance over the years. These 
releases from La Spinetta are all packaged in big, heavy glass bottles.” 
 
95 Points, The Wine Spectator:  “A powerful red, yet well-defined too, with 
strawberry, cherry, floral, mineral and tobacco aromas and flavors aligned to a 
muscular structure. Feels balanced overall, yet will take a few years to fully 
integrate. Best from 2026 through 2045. 580 cases made, 45 cases imported.” 
 
95 Points, Vinous:  “The 2019 Barbaresco Vigneto Starderi is terrific. Vertical 
and focused, the Starderi impresses with its energy, cut and drive. There's perhaps 
a bit less heft than in most years, but that is not a bad thing. Dark red cherry, 
raspberry, lavender and sage lend quite a bit of complexity to this substantial 
Barbaresco from La Spinetta. It will be interesting to see if the 2019 fleshes out with 
bottle age.” 
 

 


